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INFORMATION, TELECOMMUNICATION
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

WATER TREATMENT AND MEASURING
SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

FA AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

APPLICATION SYSTEMS FOR MOTORS

INDUSTRIAL POWER SUPPLIES

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR ROLLING
STOCK

CLEAN-ROOM FACILITIES

LASER DEVICES

VISUAL EQUIPMENT

WATT-HOUR METERS

SUBSTATION SYSTEMS

THERMAL POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT

HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT
EQUIPMENT

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT

ENERGY SAVING SYSTEMS

NEW ENERGY GENERATING SYSTEMS

OVERVIEW OF OPERATING

ENVIRONMENT AND

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR

ENDED MARCH 31, 2000

In the field of electric power

industries, we develop, engineer

and build thermal, hydro and

nuclear power plants, as well as

related power transmission and

distribution systems, manufac-

turing key components like

turbines and generators at our

own factories. Business also

extends to renewable sources of

energy such as photovoltaic

cells, fuel cells and wind power,

and environmentally harmoni-

ous combined cycle power

plants. Against a background of

moderate economic recovery in

Asia, sales for the fiscal year

ended March 31, 2000 in-

creased sharply in comparison

with last year due to delivery of

a series of large orders. Most

notable were the supply of four

units of 600 MW steam turbines

and generators to a customer in

Taiwan and rectifier-transformer

equipment for an aluminum

smelting plant in Mozambique.

In the industrial systems field,

we focus on electric motor

application drive systems as well

as transportation systems, which

include substation equipment

for railways and electrical

equipment for rolling stock. We

also supply plant systems such

as clean room facilities and

cogeneration plants. Sales in

this field declined sharply

compared with last year due to

a slump in private-sector capital

expenditure that led to fewer

large orders.

In the control systems field,

we continued to focus our

business on the application of

IT, communications and control

technology. Products include

water treatment systems, social

infrastructure-related systems,

electric power control systems,

measuring instruments, factory

automation (FA) systems and

environment-related systems.

Sales in this field were largely

unchanged from the previous

fiscal year as government

economic stimulus measures

contributed to stable demand

for electric systems for water

purification plants and sewage

treatment facilities, and efforts

to expand new environment-

related businesses began to

yield results.

Due to the above, net sales in

this group increased by 5.3% to

¥381.6 billion ($3,601 million).

Operating income rose by

approximately ¥7.0 billion to ¥6.1

billion ($58 million), reflecting a

reduction in fixed and other

costs arising from reforms to

our operating structure.

Energy &
Electric Systems Group

ENERGY & ELECTRIC SYSTEMS GROUP WE ARE CURRENTLY REALLOCATING OUR BUSINESS RESOURCES TO

FOCUS ON THREE CORE FIELDS: ENVIRONMENT, INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICES. IN THE ENVIRONMENT FIELD,

WE WILL DEVELOP NEW BUSINESSES SUCH AS ENERGY-CONSERVATION, NEW-ENERGY UTILIZATION, WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES, REFUSE-DERIVED

 FUEL (RDF) POWER GENERATION AND ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS BY RESTRUCTURING EXISTING ENVIRONMENT-RELATED OPERATIONS.

IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, WE WILL EXPAND THE SCOPE OF OPERATIONS AND DEVELOP NEW MARKETS IN BOTH THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

SECTORS. THIS WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY ENHANCING OUR SOLUTION_MEISTER MENU, BOLSTERING EFFORTS

TO NURTURE SKILLED SYSTEMS ENGINEERS AND LAUNCHING AN INFORMATION DEALER’S SYSTEM.

THE ROLES OF AFFILIATED COMPANIES WILL ALSO BE REASSESSED. LASTLY, IN THE FIELD OF SERVICES,

WE WILL OFFER OUR CUSTOMERS FULL SATISFACTION, INTRODUCING A NEW BUSINESS MODEL AND AN ENHANCED SERVICE MENU.
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Solution_MEISTER, a suite of services based on Fuji Electric’s extensive first-hand systems expertise and leading-edge IT and communications technology.
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ENERGY & ELECTRIC SYSTEMS GROUP

MEASURES TAKEN DURING

THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW

In the year under review, the

Energy & Electric Systems Group

focused on two core themes:

solutions and services. With

solutions, we drew upon the

group’s technological prowess

in IT, environmental technology

and energy to provide optimal

solutions for customers. In

services, we have been strength-

ening our ability to offer a

broad spectrum of services

spanning the entire lifecycle of

products, rather than just the

maintenance and inspection of

equipment. Raising customer

satisfaction was our objective.

To strengthen marketing

activities, we set up three sales

divisions targeting electric power

industries, the public sector and

the industrial sector. Under this

organization, each sales division

worked closely with operating

divisions, branches, subsidiaries

and affiliates to capture more

orders.

In the field of electric power

and industrial systems, all actions

were guided by our “customer

first” principle. Marketing

activities encompassed engi-

neering and manufacturing

aspects to deliver customer

satisfaction. Furthermore, we

worked strategically to win new

customers by, among other

things, obtaining and acting

upon information on potential

projects, proactively proposing

solutions and developing new

products and new fields.

In the public sector, our key

policy was to develop new

businesses to lineup alongside

our current core operations.

Consequently, we focused

resources on newly developed

IT and environment-related

systems, in addition to our water

treatment systems. We also

enhanced marketing operations

in the public sector and social

systems field by opening ten

new sales offices.

With the introduction of the

internal company system in April

1999, this group was divided

into five operating divisions: the

Information & Control Systems

Division (further divided into the

Information Systems Division

and the Environmental Systems

Division in October 1999); the

Industrial & Transportation

Systems Division; the Power

Supply Equipment Division; the

Power Transmission & Distribu-

tion Division; and the Thermal

and Nuclear Power Division. In

addition, the manufacturing

bases at Tokyo, Chiba and

Kawasaki were attached to the

Information & Control Systems

Division, the Power Transmission

& Distribution Division, and the

Thermal and Nuclear Power

Division, respectively. We thus

put in place a management

structure that unifies operating

divisions, manufacturing bases

and related subsidiaries and

affiliates.

In information systems opera-

tions, we focused on transform-

ing our group into an IT-driven

solutions provider. To bring

about this change, we devel-

oped our new range of

Solution_MEISTER products and

services, bolstered systems

engineering capabilities and

stepped up marketing activities.

In environmental systems

operations, we enhanced our

sales and service bases to

strengthen our regional presence

and capture more orders in

the public-sector market. Also,

following in the footsteps of our

industrial and transportation

systems operations, we obtained

ISO 9001 certification during

the year. In industrial and

transportation systems opera-

tions, we strove to expand our

solutions business, which in this

field focuses primarily on power

electronics application systems

and clean room facilities. In

thermal power plant operations,

the outlook improved thanks to

potential new orders from

A hybrid power generation system
utilizing two renewable sources of
energy: wind and solar.

Notes:
1. Statistics for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1999 and the fiscal

year ended March 31, 2000 reflect actual results for this group.
2. Statistics for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2001 are based on

management’s estimates as at May 11, 2000.
3. Net sales include inter-segment transactions.

� Net Sales
� Share of Total Net Sales
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independent power producers

(IPPs). In addition, we inaugu-

rated operations at a new state-

of-the-art manufacturing facility,

the Shiraishi Factory, which

forms part of our Kawasaki

manufacturing base. Finally, to

improve the group’s service

capabilities, this year saw the

launch of the Customer Services

Promotion Office, which covers

all operating units within the

group, and a 24-hour call center

to deal with customer inquiries.

MANAGEMENT POLICIES

AND PROJECTED RESULTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDING

MARCH 31, 2001

During the current fiscal year,

ending March 31, 2001, the

Energy & Electric Systems Group

will accelerate its shift to a

“solutions” and “services”

oriented business structure to

respond to rapid progress in IT

and services.

We will implement four basic

operating policies. First, by

emphasizing the autonomy of

the group and implementing

consolidated management, we

will acquire the agility to re-

spond to rapid changes in our

operating environment. Second,

ongoing efforts will be made to

raise quality while aggressively

cutting costs. By doing so, we

hope to win the increased trust

of customers and to raise their

satisfaction levels. Third, the

current fiscal year is being

positioned as the first year of a

new era of solutions and ser-

vices. We intend to implement

the necessary changes and get

new operations up and running

as soon as possible. To this end,

we will offer a more compre-

hensive suite of solutions and

services. Fourth, we will see all

the restructuring programs that

we launched last year through

to completion. Through these

measures, we will establish a

business structure capable of

yielding higher earnings.

In terms of specific fields, in

information systems, we will

expand our range of Solution-

_MEISTER services and develop

new markets in both the public

and private sectors. We will also

launch new training programs

to nurture skilled systems

engineers and set up an infor-

mation dealer’s system. Finally,

we will review the functions of

subsidiaries and affiliates and

re-group them to meet chang-

ing business needs wherever

necessary.

In environmental systems, we

will develop new businesses in

energy-conservation services,

new-energy power generation

systems, advanced water treat-

ment systems, waste treatment

systems and refuse-derived fuel

(RDF) systems. At the same

time, we will offer enhanced

environmental products and

services in all fields of operation

covered by this group.

Another major task for the

year is to expand service opera-

tions. We will bolster the range

of services offered by the newly

established Customer Service

Division and by affiliates and

subsidiaries who specialize in

these areas. In diagnostic and

after-sales services, we will

strengthen services offered

and adopt a more profitable

business structure.

In light of the foregoing,

projections for the fiscal year

ending March 31, 2001 are for

net sales to rise by 11.1% to

¥424.0 billion, and operating

income by 63.5% to ¥10.0

billion.

A monitoring and control system.

Four 600 MW steam turbine generators
were supplied to Formosa Petrochemical
Corporation, Taiwan’s first major IPP.

Operating
Income

(Loss)


